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SCCP ConnectsSCCP Connects -- Fall 2012Fall 2012
Learning OutcomesLearning Outcomes

The South Coast Conservation ProgramThe South Coast Conservation Program -- ““A multi partner conservationA multi partner conservation
program helping facilitate projects and activities to restore anprogram helping facilitate projects and activities to restore and protectd protect
species and ecological communities at risk on the South Coast ofspecies and ecological communities at risk on the South Coast of B.C.B.C.””

A summary from afternoon of networking andA summary from afternoon of networking and
visioning on the possibilities, issues andvisioning on the possibilities, issues and

challenges for conserving species andchallenges for conserving species and
ecosystems at risk on the South Coast of BC.ecosystems at risk on the South Coast of BC.

SCCP Connects Fall 2012SCCP Connects Fall 2012
November 7 2012, 1:00 pmNovember 7 2012, 1:00 pm –– 4:00pm4:00pm
Room 103 Shadbolt Centre, Burnaby BCRoom 103 Shadbolt Centre, Burnaby BC

Learning OutcomesLearning Outcomes
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The South Coast contextThe South Coast context

Competition for habitat is tight!Competition for habitat is tight!

The South CoastThe South Coast –– nearly 2 million people andnearly 2 million people and
set to nearly double in population by 2036set to nearly double in population by 2036
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Part 1: Participants were asked toPart 1: Participants were asked to
provide a word or phrase thatprovide a word or phrase that
reflected a response to thereflected a response to the
following question: Species at Riskfollowing question: Species at Risk
Are?Are?

The followingThe following ‘‘word cloudword cloud’’ shows manyshows many
common perceptions around thecommon perceptions around the
challenges facing species at risk, and howchallenges facing species at risk, and how
much they are valued!much they are valued!

Species at Risk Are?Species at Risk Are?
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Part 2: Knowledge CafPart 2: Knowledge Caféé

““A knowledge cafA knowledge caféé or World Cafor World Caféé is ais a
type of business meeting ortype of business meeting or
organisational workshop which aims toorganisational workshop which aims to
provide an open and creativeprovide an open and creative
conversation on a topic of mutual interestconversation on a topic of mutual interest
to surface collective knowledge, shareto surface collective knowledge, share
ideas and insights, and gain a deeperideas and insights, and gain a deeper
understanding of the subject and theunderstanding of the subject and the
issues involved.issues involved.””

Participants were asked to engage inParticipants were asked to engage in
roundtable dialogues to reflect on,roundtable dialogues to reflect on,
discuss and visualize answers to thediscuss and visualize answers to the
following questions:following questions:

••What are the challenges to species &What are the challenges to species &
ecosystems at risk conservation on theecosystems at risk conservation on the
South Coast?South Coast?

••What is your wish list for species &What is your wish list for species &
ecosystems at risk ?ecosystems at risk ?

Participants provided a diversity ofParticipants provided a diversity of
perspectives using text and graphicsperspectives using text and graphics
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To everyone that joined us on November 7 a big thank you for
sharing your experiences, insight and reflections on species and

ecosystems at risk issues for BC’s South Coast! There was a lot of
great input and the feedback was very positive and tells us we are

on the right track!

““Thank you for having me today.Thank you for having me today.
I had lots of fun. I hope this isI had lots of fun. I hope this is
what I do when I am olderwhat I do when I am older””!!

ChantelChantel –– high school studenthigh school student

The SCCP will be working to continueThe SCCP will be working to continue
hosting sessions like these provide anhosting sessions like these provide an
ongoingongoing ‘‘livelive’’ and inand in--person forum forperson forum for
networking. In the meantime keep thenetworking. In the meantime keep the
conversation going through your ownconversation going through your own
networks, actions and shared learningnetworks, actions and shared learning

outcomes. On behalf of the SCCP Steeringoutcomes. On behalf of the SCCP Steering
Committee we appreciate all your efforts,Committee we appreciate all your efforts,

energy and passion for conserving theenergy and passion for conserving the
incredible wealth that BCincredible wealth that BC’’s at risk speciess at risk species

and ecosystems represent.and ecosystems represent.
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